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are immediately found by forming the " square-matrix " for F (,) and f so obtaining the conditions that F (z) should be a perfect square, f The various relations so found connecting the quantities and m-1 arbitrary quantities . . . *, A^, are algebraic integrals of the above system of differential equations, and are all rational and I integral. I then apply the general theorem to the case m = 2, or the 1 case of elliptic integrals, and easily deduce the result given by Cayley 1 in his work entitled an 4 Elementary Treatise on Elliptic Functions' (p. 340).
• I next apply the theory to the case of = 3, and deduce two algebraic integrals, and show how the remaining relations may be found, and lastly to the case m = 4.
The next subject treated of is the source of F (2), from which we derive a differential equation which I call the fundamental equation in the theory of Abelian integrals and functions, as its integral leads us to a form which, when operated on by S, leads us to a new algebraic equation, which again leads to another by a second applica tion of the operator. By this method I obtain a number of interesting results, many of which are now given for the first time, as far as I am aware.
I then define Abelian functions and, by a method of treatment depending on what precedes, show that they are periodic functions and determine their periods.
We have at first sight 2 m-1 independent periods, and I reduce them to 2 m-2 by an easy application of the foregoing theory.
The above is a short abstract of what my paper contains, the most important portions of it being (a) the determination of the algebraic integrals in a rational and integral form ; ( ) the easy proof of the periodicity of Abelian functions.
I omit from this paper a discussion of the case in which the number of variables exceeds m, as likely to make my com m unication too lengthy. . This suggests that we should take for our law of distribution of energy, not e~hT, as in a rare medium, but «"*<?+ 4. To test that suggestion, consider the case of an infinite vertical column of gas subject to a constant vertical force /. We have, if s be the height above a fixed horizontal plane, dp/ds = -M/y>.
Assuming for the moment the whole energy to be that of relative motion Tr, that gives 3-^ (l + K/>Tr) = -Now k contains pa s a factor. If we make Tr constant, as in the r medium, the equation is impracticable. But make 1 + ^T,. constant = 3/2A, and we get the usual equation p = / > o 6 _ being the value of pw hen s = 0. 5, 6, 7, 8. Now consider N spheres crossing the plane 0, with u for vertical component of velocity. Of these some will undergo collision before reaching ds. But an equal number will be substituted for them with the same vertical velocity, but with a small average advance in position indirection s, owing to the finite diameter c. I t ls shown that on average of the N spheres this advance is xds, and, therefore, the class of N T spheres, original or substituted, will at the end of the time ds j ub e at the height, not ds, but on average (l + k) But their loss of kinetic energy by the action of the force f is only M/Js. And, therefore, the loss due to the height ds is, allowing for substitutions, Mfds/ 1 + k.
9,10. Hence we find that the assumption l + «:Tr = 3/2^ satisfies aB the conditions of equilibrium in exactly the same way as in the rare medium Tr = 3/2/), satisfies them.
11. The result can now be generalised by introducing stream inotioii, the energy of which is T$, as well as that of relative motion c and we find that T + /cTr must be constant throughout the column. bay, now, T + kT,. = 3/2 h. 12,13. I have given elsewhere (' Science Progress,' November, Mr. S. H. B urbuiy. On the Application 1 894) reasons for assuming as the law of distribution of velocities among n spheres the expression €-(ojMx2+ 6i*m1% + a2 w2*+ iisuiv-s+ &»M »ws+ &c in which the coefficients have yet to he determined. 14, 15. The " a " coefficients must be all positive, the "• " coeffi. cients all negative; and the b coefficients express the fact that the pairs of velocities to which they relate are not independent; and the fe's, being negative, express the fact th at the two velocities are more likely to be of the same than of opposite signs, so that there will be on the average of any group of contiguous spheres a greater common or stream motion than there would be were the velocities all inde pendent.
16. The coefficients b must generally diminish as the distance be tween the two spheres to which they relate increases, becoming evanescent when that distance is great enough.
17. If the chance for a group of n spheres be of the form C<r%, and for a group of n -1 spheres, part of the n s and Q»_i must be connected by the relation H I -CO € hQ*dundV ndw n
Q -AQ»-1>
If we effect the integration for one variable we find, if Q" = a,iUi + bnUiU2 + a2u2 + &c. in which Q"_i = a\wi2+ b'nUiU2 + a'2u2 + &c., , b \n 2 a\ = 2ai--;
This shows that as n diminishes the a coefficients diminish, and since every b coefficient is negative the s increase in absolute value, so th at the ratios bb'ja or b2/a increase. On the other hand, as w increases the a's increase, and the squares and products of the form 52 or bb' diminish. Whence it is inferred that as n increases the function Q n -&\Wi bitU iU t "f" &C.
tends to assume a limiting form. This limiting form must be T when K -0, and must be such as to make Tr less than it would be were al the velocities independent. I t may then be assumed to be T-f-°f ^i e Kinetic Theory to Dense Gases.
18 19. Assuming the law to be € -w e have
n J 2 n n ' / . n -1 \ U2 .
+ (1+1 T
and, forming the determinant,
With Dn, D12, &c., for minors, we find
Da =5 D22 = &c. and therefore which increases as k increases, that is ceteris 'paribus as the diameter of the spheres increases. Again the mean pressure per unit of area isjp = f (1 -f k)^>Tr, which is independent of c. For a system of material points p = ^pTr. that is |(l-f-since in this case 0. As the spheres increase in diameter with (l + k) Tr constant, p remains constant.
The number of collisions per unit of volume and time varies as __ .
c2 v Tr, that is, as ~~r-=r, and is, therefore, less than it would be if v 1 + tc with the same diameter, the spheres had velocities independent of each other.
20. It follows from the fact that p is independent of *, that local variations of density, that is of k, involve, on the whole, no expenditare of work, and will, in fact, come into being.
21. The effect of collisions between the spheres is now considered directly, to show how we obtain the known results that collisions between members of a group of spheres tend to reduce the group to the " special state " in which Tr is constant throughout the group. Let the component velocities of two spheres be x{y{ Z i x^y^ before collision and x1 \y\z\ x \y \z t after collision. Then, if the two are members of a group and the chance that the members of the group shall have assigned velocities is ce-AQ,.in which Q = ax? + bxxX't+ax the a coefficients being all alike and the b's all alike, we find that the chance for the velocities after the collision is in which Q' i s hhe same function of afjaJj, &c., that Q is of XiX% , &c. This shows that the distribution is not disturbed by collisions if all the a s are alike and all the b' s alike. T state.
22. Bat if the o' s differ from each other or the 6's other, it is shown that collisions tend to reduce them to equality ® with a and b with b ; that is to reduce the group to the special state.
23. Boltzmann's minimum function tends to diminish by collisions, finally becoming constant for any group of contiguous spheres, when becomes uniform throughout the group. On the other hand, as the group becomes too large, the spheres composing it develop an opposite tendency to split up into smaller groups, each with some small stream motion relative to the others, and so to diminish the mean pressure and the number of collisions per unit of time. The actual state of the medium is a compromise between the two opposite tendencies. The Society.
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